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Burchenal's essay provides a stimulating account of the

current status and of new approaches to chemotherapy. I
believe his inclusion of noncurative therapy as success is
unduly liberal, however. One can administer good therapy
without stipulating success. In other areas, it is indeed true
that insulin has transformed diabetes mellitus from a rapidly
to a slowly fatal disease. Conceptually, however, neoplasms are
new parasitic tissues, and cure is the only realistic long-term
goal other than prevention. Anything short of cure is not a
limited degree of success, but rather a failure of lesser or
greater degree. Palliation in an aged person may enjoy a greater
degree of acceptance than the same response in a child where,
by all logical expectations, it is nonetheless a pitiful failure.

I believe the minimum criterion for success in cancer
chemotherapy is the failure to detect tumor by any test. Thus,
residual karyotypic abnormality in chronic myelocytic
leukemia after treatment precludes calling this a complete
remission. Temporary chemotherapeutic effectiveness which
still leaves residual tumor mass of sufficient size to measure
with the naked eye may indeed be clinically useful therapy,
but it does not qualify as a chemotherapeutic success. Some
fuzziness of the line obviously occurs for a residual mass which
has no evident function nor subsequent growth. The impor
tance of biochemical parameters of tumor function can hardly
be overemphasized because of their relevance in monitoring
success. Tumors responsible for the biochemical abnormality
may already be sufficently small to be clinically undetectable
yet manageable in terms of their functionally detected
persistence. Everything less than the minimum criterion for
success is a measure of failure. In the parlance of the Old West,
success should be stringently defined since dead men tell no
tales.

Burchenal's citation of the importance of dactinomycin in
the chemotherapy of advanced Wilms' tumor places the

emphasis at the wrong stage in this neoplasm, I believe. A
recent incisive contribution from the Children's Cancer Group

A has demonstrated an effect of continued dactinomycin after
surgery and radiation greater than that of a single course of
dactinomycin after the operative and radiotherapeutic
exposure. This additive or possibly even synergistic activity, at
a time when the tumor was anatomically small and temporally
early, is of great heuristic significance. Not only will the more
repetitive use of dactinomycin provide greater cures after
surgery and radiotherapy for Wilms' tumor, but it may point

the way to effective approaches to chemotherapy for many
other neoplasms by combination of the effective modalities of
treatment and by tenacity in their application (3).

If early chemotherapy is of importance, it may be critical to
determine a course of action when this is not possible in
concepts of time. Indeed, the application of chemotherapy
may be physiologically and biochemically early without
respect to temporal considerations. The induction of remission
of acute leukemia translates marrow function from one of
life-threatening compromise to a return of myelopoiesis,
erythropoiesis, and thrombopoiesis. This constitutes a
pharmacologie restitution to a physiologically and biochem
ically earlier state of the leukemia. We have found
differences in chemotherapeutic response to drugs admin
istered during florid leukemia and during a remission phase
already induced.

Burchenal stressed the great significance of assay methods for
residual viable tumor which 1 second. In the absence of such
assays, however, one's effort in this direction is not completely

frustrated. Lacking technics to test chemotherapeutic effec
tiveness by measuring residual tumor size in a single subject,
one can study residual tumor in a group of subjects randomly
allocated to different treatments by observing differences in
their unmaintained remission times. One must accept the
premise that, all other things being equal, it takes longer for a
few residual tumor cells to make themselves manifest than it
does for a large residual population to "surface." Assays of

residual tumor, in this sense, are component activities in
devising more nearly successful methods of chemotherapy.
This requirement to study outcome in patients allocated at
random, when assays cannot be performed on a single patient,
is one fundamental justification for cooperative group re
search.

The Acute Leukemia Group B has recently shown that three
5-day courses of Methotrexate, administered to children with
acute lymphocytic leukemia already in remission following
vincristine and prednisone therapy, are less effective than a
repetitive series of such courses (approximating a dozen) given
over a period of 8 months, when efficacy is measured by
unmaintained remission time thereafter. The measure of
effectiveness can also be expressed as survival since those who
received the longer and more intensive treatment eventually
had survival greater than those who received only the three
courses of Methotrexate (2). The effectiveness of the pro
longed intensive courses of Methotrexate was further improved
by the intermittent administration of vincristine and
prednisone during the 8-month period. Life table analysis
indicate that 40% of these children continue in remission at
the termination of the Methotrexate and vincristine without
maintenance chemotherapy for periods in excess of one year.
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By the same token, life table projections indicate that 72% are
surviving at 2 years (Chart 1). Both of these data are indeed
favorable, and we hope that they will lead toward eventual
success. Neither datum could have been gained in a single
patient but rather required the construction of formal
experimental designs with built-in comparisons. Unmaintained
remission is a powerful tool for the assay of residual tumor.

ACUTE LEUKEMIA GROUP B
SURVIVAL OF 1390 PATIENTS

WITH ACUTE LYMPHOCYTIC LEUKEMIA
UNDER AGE 20

100-1 DIAGNOSIS * PATIENTS

12 24 36 48

MONTHS FROM DIAGNOSIS
MAY 69

Chart 1. Survival experience plotted by the life table method in 1390
patients with acute lymphocytic leukemia under age 20 treated by the
investigators of Acute Leukemia Group B. Before 1960, no child
survived 5 years. Successive experience and projections for recent years
indicate that increasing numbers will reach this point in time, an
obvious prerequisite for identifying the child in whom the disease may
be eradicated. Regimen D, a program using vincristine, prednisone, and
Methotrexate in intensive courses as the first treatment, is a component
portion of the 306 children in 66-67.

Burchenal's data with asparaginase are indeed cogent to

clinical planning since this new approach to therapy provides
yet another tool toward achieving success. It is of interest that

Acute Leukemia Group B has already instituted a program of
study without knowledge of Burchenal's results, in which

asparaginase is being compared with asparaginase plus vin
cristine, prednisone, and daunorubicin. We hope to get early
confirmation of the laboratory predictive systems. The
relevance of obtaining as many points of similarity between
laboratory and clinical studies surely will help in properly
appraising the next observation which derives from the
laboratory system. One need only remember Goldin's classic

experiment with leukemia LI 210 and Methotrexate dosage
schedules at different stages of the disease to see how very
important fundamental information can be to clinical therapy.

Lastly, I believe one cannot discuss success in chemotherapy
today without substantial stress on immunologie considera
tion. Peter Clifford has recently reported the relapse of one of
his very long-term survivors of Burkitt's tumor who had

apparently been disease free for years (1). Although one
cannot prove in an individual patient that recrudescent tumor
after a long period of time does not represent a new neoplasm,
I anticipate that chemotherapists will have the luxury of
debating this type dilemma with greater frequency in the near
future. Few, if any, of the drugs we know are unblemished by
some adverse effect on the host. Eventual success or failure
may depend in part on "side effects" of chemotherapy as they
influence the host's immunologie defense against his own

tumor. The chemotherapeutic cures cited by Burchenal, and
the progressive improvement in remission duration and survival
in children with acute leukemia as a consequence of deliberate
efforts to improve chemotherapeutic programs, demonstate
that the problems are not wholly insoluble. It would be a
confirmed pessimist indeed at this stage of development of the
science and art of chemotherapy who did not find the
evidence of achieved and achievable success a cause for
optimism and rededication.
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